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Summary of Nuclei made in Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
D/H gives highest accuracy
will get 1-5% - sufficient to reveal additional physics
Standard BBN +D/H agrees with baryon density from CMB, IGM
4He,

especially 3He measurement lack desired accuracy

7Li

remains a major surprise:
either 75% destroyed, or non-standard BBN
6Li new observations show high abundance in many halo stars.
Not from SBBN.
Raises new questions about both 6Li and 7Li:
How made? How much made? How much destroyed?
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Precision Measurements in Cosmology
– New issues for much of traditional spectroscopy
• end-to-end checks of the experimental procedure
• track implications of data and model assumptions
• accurate calibrations
• estimates of systematic errors
• extend from internal to external errors
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Talk Outline
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) Review
Accuracy of D/H from QSOs
Helium and Lithium
Measurement of Baryon Density in the IGM
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Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
• Earliest cosmological process
– Well understood physics
– Tested with accurate data
• Strongest quantitative test of Big Bang
• Physics beyond the standard model
• Best Estimate of the Baryon Density
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Baryogenesis: Origin of Baryons
• Tiny excess of matter over anti-matter
– Possible at electroweak or GUT scales
• 109 anti-matter particles
• 109 +1 matter particles
• Matter + anti-matter annihilate
– Photons are observed as Cosmic Microwave Background
– Photon density from Black Body temperature
• 411 cm– 3 today
• Remaining 1 in 109 excess of matter → baryon density

baryon density
# (eta) =
" 10!9
photon density
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Baryogenesis
•

Three Requirements (Sakharov 1967)
– Differing matter/antimatter interactions
– Interactions which change baryon number
– Breakdown in thermodynamic equilibrium

•

Perhaps in a first order phase transition:
– If at electroweak scale 10 – 11 sec
• Future measurements might predict η
• But, Higgs mass too high for 1st order PT unless lowered by
supersymmetric extensions
– If at GUT scale 10 – 35 sec
• Very hard to predict η

baryon density
# (eta) =
" 10!9
photon density
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Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
Five Light nuclei are made:
H, D, 3He, 4He, 7Li
Standard BBN:
– Homogeneous & Isotropic, with 3 flavors of nondegenerate, light (<Mev) neutrinos
– Given cross-sections for 11 key reactions and τn, one free
parameter remains:
baryon density

! (eta) =

photon density

η gives the Baryon Density:
n b (cm-3) = ηnγ
CMB temperature gives photon density:
nγ = 410.4 ± 0.9 cm-3
Divide by critical density:
Ω bh2 = 3.64 x 107 η
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Reaction Network
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BBN Progression
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The free Parameter in SBBN
baryon density
! (eta) =
photon density
Fundamental Cosmological Parameter
– Like Ho Ωm Λ,…
• From high energy physics
– Baryogenesis: may one day calculate η
• Measure η from:
– Ratio of any two nuclei (eg D/H, or 4He/H, or 7Li/H)
• Check the η measurement:
– Other light nuclei
– Other measures of the baryon density
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Why Measure D/H?
-1.6
D/H
"
!
• Most sensitive:

• Simple Astrophysics:
– Big Bang is only source for D
– Stars completely destroy D
• D/H decreases with time, but no correction toward QSOs
• Isotopes of same element: no ionization correction
– D I / H I ≅ D/H
• D and H have high abundances
– unlike 7Li/H ≅ 10 – 10
• Lyman series lines are favorable:
– Rest frame wavelengths 912 to 1216A
• At visible wavelengths for redshift z>2.5
– D lines are 82 kms – 1 to blue of H
• Easily resolved by spectrographs
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Hydrogen Lyman Series Absorption
Lyman series at redshift z=0.7 log( Neutral Hydrogen column) = 17.12 cm-2
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Advantages of QSOs
(Adams, 1972)
• Most gas absorbing QSO spectra has 0.01 - 0.001 x solar
metal abundances
– Should have 99.8% of its primordial D
• Fair samples
– kpc of gas towards one QSO
– Different parts of observable universe
• Lyman lines redshifted to visible
– largest ground based telescopes needed to get S/N
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Problems with QSOs
Need a lot of H to show D
About one gas cloud per QSO at z=3
H usually absorbs most light at D wavelength
H is 30,000 times more abundant than D
Doppler motions in the gas widen the H absorption lines
Additional H at similar redshifts often lie near D wavelength
Result: only 1% of QSOs show D
even fewer give required high accuracy
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H lines often look like D
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H lines often look like D
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San Diego D/H Project
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Xiao-Ming Fan
Scott Burles
David Kirkman
Dan Lubin
John O’Meara
Nao Suzuki
David Tytler
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Is absorption D or H?
Absorption at the location of D is nearly always H
To show have D absorption
Exact velocity agreement
Exact line width agreement
No metals at D velocity (there is always H were see metals)
No simple solution using ordinary H instead of D
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H Velocity & Width from Lyman Series

Measure line width

O’Meara et al 2001 Q0105+1619 B=16.9 23.6 hours HIRES
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D velocity exactly matches H

O’Meara et al 2001 Q0105+1619
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D line width
agrees with
prediction from
metals and H

Neutral H, D and O
should arise in the
same gas.

O’Meara et al 2001 Q0105+1619

Typical HI lines are at
400 (km/s)2

predicted
line width
measured
D line
width
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D line widths must agree with Predictions

QSO

Predicted Line
-1
Width (km s )

Measured Line
-1
Width (km s )

1937
1009
0105
1243

12.5±2.1
13.5±0.5
10.0±0.3
11.3±1.8

14.0±1.0
15.7±2.1
9.8±0.4
9.2±0.2
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Lack of High D/H measurements
• Consistent D/H five places
– Four QSOs + Local ISM our Galaxy
• Are there places where D/H is higher?
– High D/H easier to see
– Should have been seen many times
• Stronger D lines in 1980s spectra
• Dozens of times in Keck spectra
– Less H needed to show given D
– Absorbers with 0.1 x the H needed to show low D/H are 40-60
times more common

– No convincing examples
– High D is very rare
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D/H Measurements
QSO

D/H (10-5)

1937-1009

3.2 ± 0.3 Tytler, Fan & Burles 1996

1009+2956

4.0 ± 0.6 Burles & Tytler 1998

0105-1619

2.5 ± 0.2 O’Meara et al 2001

1243+3047

2.4 ± 0.3 Kirkman et al 2003

2206-199

1.6 ± 0.3 Pettini & Bowen 2001

Expect all measure primordial D/H
Weighted mean of five D/H values:
D/H = 2.78 ± 0.4 x 10-5 (before WMAP)
Error = dispersion/sqrt(5)
D/H = 2.62 ± 0.19 x 10-5 WMAP 1st yr prediction
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Properties of the D/H Gas
• Intermediate ionization
– H I/H = 0.8 - 0.003
• Low abundances
– [C/H] = – 2 to – 3
• Extra “alpha” elements
– [Si/C] = 0.3
– Like Halo Population II stars
• Low temperature 12 - 24,000 K
– Must be low to see D
• Low turbulent velocities 2 - 8 km s-1
– Must be low to see D
• 1 - 11 kpc thick
• High Mass > 106Msum
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Why D/H Should be Reliable
In best cases only:
• D lines are strong & easily seen
• Simple velocity structure – only one component
• H abundance measured in two ways
– Lyman series line
– Lyman continuum absorption
• D/H insensitive to
– unseen velocity components
– continuum level errors
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Velocity Structure
simple, one component,
best for D/H

other ions complex,
care needed
Kirkman et all 2003
Q1243+3047
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Common Issues with Potential D/H Measurements
QSO

D/H (10-5)

Issue

2206-199

1.6 ± 0.3 Pettini & Bowen

Lack of data

0347-3819

3.7 ± 0.3 Levshakov et al.

Too complex to show D

1937-1009 low z 1.6 ± 0.3 Crighton, Webb et al Absorption more likely H
0130-403

< 6.8 Kirkman et al

Upper limit

Typical problems:
Lower Signal to Noise
Can not see velocity structure
Alternative models not explored (especially fits with no D)
Result in lack of evidence to show
D detected
D and H column accurate
Errors on the D and H columns
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Q2206-0199: lack of data
HST spectra with 200
times fewer photons per
km/s than HIRES spectra
Unclear if this is D: metals
suggest it is.
b(D) used to get D is
unreliable: interpolated from
H and metals.
Extra absorption in C, Si may
make b(H) too big: hence
N(D) too small.

Pettini and Bowen 2001

Continuum errors huge.
Contaminant in D-9

Allows much larger
errors.
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Q0014+813: D is H
Songaila et al 1994 D/H < 25 x 10-5
Carswell et al 1994 D/H < 60 x 10-5
Burles, Tytler & Kirkman 1999: better data D/H < 35 x 10-5
Highly unlikely to show D because:
velocity of potential D = 17 ± 2 km/s compared to H
D line width too large
distribution of absorption in velocity does not follow H
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Q1937-1009 z=3.2586: D is H
Crighton, Webb, Ortiz-Gil & Fernando-Soto 2004 claim low D/H
There is a solution that forces D to fit:
Requires a high log N(H)=18.25 to give low b(D)
Requires a low b(H) to allow D at -82 km/s
Exist more likely family of solutions with lower N(H), higher b(H)
no visible D.
We do not confirm their spectrum shape. They use
spectra with no flux calibration
3rd order continuum over 7 Angstroms: too much freedom
claim small absorption near 120 km/s is a damping wing
Our calibrated spectra show more absorption near 120 km/s, not
damping wing. Conclude: the absorption is H, not D
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Q1718+4807: D is H
Webb et al 1997 possible large D/H value
Levshakov, Kegel, Takahara 1998, Tytler et al 1999: not D
Kirkman et al 2001 H spectrum shows velocity structure of H
Absorber is at wrong velocity to be D
Absorber is too wide to be D
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Q0347-3819: too complex to see if D
D’Odorico, Dessauges-Zavadsky & Molaro 2001 claim D.
Levshakov, D’Odorico, Dessauges-Zavadsky & Molaro 2002
give higher D/H.
Absorber not well suited to D/H (Kirkman etal 2003):
D lines completely blended with H
D velocity unknown
Absorption can be H not D
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D/H Dispersion
is likely
Measurement
error
1243 and 0105 have most
data, most sophisticated
analysis: most reliable
Much of dispersion is
inadequate exploration of
models.
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Many Potential Error Sources

Details of the Absorption system:

HI column, Number of velocity components, their N,b,z
Chance H contamination
Shape of continuum near the H and D lines

Quality of the spectrum:
resolution, signal to noise, ions observed, accuracy of
wavelengths and relative flux calibration

Exploration of the models:
Consider all possible explanations for the spectrum
Alternative line identifications
Fit contaminating and blended lines
Explore hidden components
Avoid over or under-fit continuum
Simultaneous fit to Lya forest, D system and continuum
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Dominant Error is Random
The type of dominant error, and its likely sign, if any,
varies from QSO to QSO.
By accident, some QSOs have favorable absorption lines.
Those cases should give D/H errors < 3%
Already have a case with this accuracy on H
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Spectra from Echelles need Calibration

original

calibrated
Suzuki et al 2003
PASP 115, 1050
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1-2% flux calibration errors

Suzuki et al 2003
PASP 115, 1050
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Q1243 best H column & Continuum

Kirkman et al 2003 ApJS 149, 1
Move points to optimize fit

Hydrogen
absorption
10x residual
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Q1243 excess H

Kirkman et al 2003 ApJS 149, 1
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Q1243 not enough H

Kirkman et al 2003 ApJS 149, 1
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Improved D/H
• Many suitable QSOs z>2.5 (4000 r<18.99, 8000 r<19.5)
– we need only the rare QSOs giving best D/H
• Improved Signal to Noise
– Key to choosing adequate set of models
– New CCD detectors on HIRES
• 93% QE at 320 nm, <2 e read noise
• Have demonstrated flux calibration to 1-2%
• Monte Carlo modeling
– Include full range of models and parameters
• Expect to reach few percent error
– 1-5% error on D/H or 0.6- 3% on η, baryon density
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Comparisons
SBBN+D/H
agree with
WMAP
4He

typically low
– here Izotov &
Thuan 2004
7Li

in halo stars
is surprisingly
low
Kirkman et al 2003 ApJS 149, 1
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7Li:

3-4 x too little, too constant

Halo stars show 3-4 x less 7Li than SBBN+D/H or WMAP
7Li/H increases with [Fe/H] (Ryan etal 99)
At fixed [Fe/H] intrinsic scatter 7Li/H < 0.02 dex

Asplund et al. 0510636
superb data and analysis,
24 stars
half scatter from S/N

Blue: 6Li also seen
Internal error in Teff from H-alpha 30K: unlikely lack Li I
because stars are 700K hotter than measured
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Correct for 7Li made after BBN: more depletion
Primordial 7Li/H = 1.1-1.4 x 10-10 depending on how extrapolate
Value little changed for 10 years
Models of Richard etal 2005 use turbulence and turbulent diffusion to
reproduce near constant depletion from
SBBN+D/H or WMAP 7Li/H = 4.4±1.0 x 10-10 to observed

Did this much
depletion
happen?
Asplund 0510636
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6Li

Challenging Observation

Asplund etal 0510636 detect 6Li/7Li = 0.02-0.07
> 2 sigma in 9/24 stars; >1 sigma in 18/24 stars.
overall convincing, but large errors individually

Smith etal 93,98
Hobbs &
Thornburn 94,97
Cayrel etal 99
Nissen etal 99,00
Asplund 01

6Li/7Li

= 0.046 0.022

Asplund 0510636

Aoki etal 04
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Observed 6Li near constant
Li/H = 10-9

Li/H = 10-12

Asplund 0510636
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Were did all the 6Li come from?
103 x 6Li from SBBN
Correcting each star
for expected pre-ms
depletion…more
convection higher
[Fe/H]
More 6Li than expect
from some models of
cosmic ray spallation

Asplund 0510636

Expect 6Li from… fusion of alphas accelerated by galaxy
merger shocks (Suzuki & Inoue 2002, 2004), or massive Pop
III stars, or black holes…..or from decay of supersymmetric
particles (Jedamzik 2000, 04a, 04b 0402344,)
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7Li

depletion implies excess 6Li

Prior to accurate baryon density:
high 6Li means unlikely to get enough depletion of 7Li
Now baryon density known:
Asplund et al. 0510636 note:
If 7Li depleted 3x
Then 6Li depleted 10x
Prior to halo star formation, 6Li/7Li = 0.03x10/3=0.1 large!
The process making 6Li also makes 7Li: more depletion of 7Li
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San Diego D/H Search
• Large sample of QSOs
• Low resolution spectra to find best candidates
– >400 QSOs since 1993 Lick 3-m + literature + HST
• High resolution spectra to see D
– Keck HIRES spectrograph (Vogt)
• Examined >100 QSOs in >60 nights
• Useful D/H from four QSOs
• Several nights of data on best cases
• Relative flux calibration
• Realistic continuum shapes
• Explore all possible ways to explain the spectra
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Results
– (O’Meara et al 2000)
• D/H = 3.325+0.22 -0.25 x 10–5 (7% error)
• η = 5.2±0.3 x 10–10
– use photon density 411 cm-3
• baryon density 3.57±0.17 x 10–31 g cm-3
– 1/3 error from nuclear data
– 0.22±0.02 H atoms per meter 3 today
• Ωbh2 = 0.0190 ± 0.0009
– Ωb = 0.039 ± 0002 for Ho =70
• Helium: Yp = 0.2464 ± 0.0007 (0.3%)
• Lithium: 7Li/H = 3.46 +0.55-0.48 x10–10
• Number of neutrinos < 3.20
– Using Izotov & Thuan 1998 Yp
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Galactic Chemical Evolution
D is destroyed in Stars
– Stars eject H and metals, but no D
• New constraint on chemical evolution
– Fraction of gas never in a star
– f = (D/H)ISM / (D/H)QSO = 0.48 ± 0.07
• (D/H)ISM = 1.6 ± 0.2 x 10 – 5 (Linsky +)
• Low D/H is required by all chemical evolution models which
fit major data
• age-metallicity relations, G-dwarf abundances, gas/total
mass, abundances, gas density, R distribution of star
formation rate (Tosi + 1997)
– Predict f = 0.3 to 1 typically 0.5
– Depends on fraction of gas in stars, IMF, infall of gas with
primordial D/H
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η → Dark Matter Density:
• η x (photon density) → baryon density ρb (grams cm – 3)
• Two types of dark matter:
– Baryonic
– Non-Baryonic
• Deduce density of “dark” baryons:
– ρb (dark baryons) = ρb (BBN) -- ρb (seen)
– Ω(stars +visible gas) = 0.003 - 0.007h–1
(Persic & Salucci
1992)

– Locally 75-90% baryons are not seen
• In Intergalactic medium, galaxy halos…?
– In clusters of galaxies all baryons are seen
• In hot X-ray emitting gas
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Dark Matter Density
• Deduce density of non-baryonic dark matter:
– Define critical density ρc = 3Ho2 / 8πG
– Define cosmological density Ωb =ρb/ ρc
– Measure Ωm =0.3 ± 0.1
• number of rich clusters of galaxies
• LSS
• LSS + CMB
• SNIa + CMB
– Ω nb = Ωm- Ωb = 0.16 to 0.36
• Ωnb/ Ωb =4 to 9
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There is non-baryonic DM
• Ωb << Ωm
• Small Ωmh2 = 0.019 = Ωb rejected:
– LSS, CMB + (LSS or SNIa)
– Number of Clusters
• Large Ωb= 0.3 = Ωm rejected:
– BBN
– Clusters baryon fraction:
• 80 % baryons in clusters not seen?
• Why clusters and BBN agree?
– Visible baryon fraction in clusters = 0.11
– BBN Ωb/ Ωm = 0.039 ± 0002 / 0.37 ± 0.07 = 0.10 ± 0.02
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Comparison of Elements
• QSO D/H is apparently first accurate primordial abundance
– simplest data analysis
– simplest astrophysics
– highest sensitivity to η and Ωb
• Other elements
– Check Standard BBN physics:
– Tests complex astrophysics
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4He

BBN Mass Fraction Yp

• He emission lines measured
– Ionized H II regions in >70 galaxies
• Systematic error appear to be large
– Two 1997 recent results differ by 4%
– 0.234 ± 0.002 Olive, Skillman Steigman
– 0.244 ± 0.002 Izotov & Thuan
– 0.2476 ± 0.0010 (D/H +SBBN)
• Non-SBBN might reconcile
– Expansion of universe at 0.94 ± 0.03 expected rate
• freeze out later when n/p lower
– Positive electron neutrino number
• Drives n+νe = p + e- to lower n/p
– Neither reconcile D and Li
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Different measurements of the Baryon
Density
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
Order of decreasing redshift:
– Abundance of Nuclear reaction products
• Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
– Amplitude of anisotropy
• Matter power spectrum oscillations and power suppression
• Gamma Ray Background
• Lyman-alpha forest in QSO spectra
– Amount of absorption by H I in IGM
• Clusters of Galaxies
– X-ray flux emitted by hot intercluster gas
• Local Census
– Sum mass in stars, remnants and gas
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Cosmic Microwave Background
• Amplitude of temperature fluctuations increase with Ωb
– First peak in power spectrum rises
– Relative heights of alternative peaks change

(Wayne Hu

www.sns.ias.edu/~whu/physics/tour.html)
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CMB
Can give Ωb and η to 1% accuracy
– Leaves no free parameters in SBBN
– CMB Ωbh2 value is degenerate with power spectrum slope
ns and optical depth τ
Powerful new test of Big Bang
– Expect (S)BBN and CMB give same η
Differences constrain
– non-SBBN such as lepton number and neutrino energy
spectrum
– Assumptions that connect BBN to CMB
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D/H helps Resolve CMB Degeneracies
CMB Ωbh2 value is degenerate with

ns, the primordial power spectrum
slope
and

electron scattering optical depth
(epoch of reionization)
Spergel et al 2003
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D is sensitive to Expansion Rate
D/H is sensitive to expansion rate as well as the baryon density
Could detect new particles, such as supersymmetric or sterile
neutrinos that lack weak interactions (do not show in the Zo
decay width)
A 3% D/H error, well within reach, gives effective number of
neutrino species to +/- 1 (95% confidence).
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Connecting SBBN and CMB
(Kaplinghat & Turner 2001 PRL 86 385)
Main assumptions:
1. Baryons conserved, nuclei unchanged.
2. Electromagnetic entropy/comoving volume conserved
Entropy Increase:
Out of equilibrium decay of massive particles
Before 12 days to preserve CMB spectrum.
Lowers the baryon density deduced from SBBN derived η
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Comparing SBBN and CMB
(Kaplinghat & Turner 2001 PRL 86 385)
Main assumptions:
1. Baryons conserved, nuclei unchanged.
2. Electromagnetic entropy/comoving volume conserved
Entropy Increase:
out of equilibrium decay of massive particles
Reduced baryon density for given η
Entropy Decrease:
Photons contact a cooler reservoir after BBN and before
last scattering
Entropy change
Before 12 days to preserve CMB spectrum.
Changes CMB angular power spectrum
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Gamma Ray Background

• Isotropic Gamma Ray Background
– Equal energy flux per decade 3MeV -100Gev
– <0.25 from unresolved discrete sources
• Large Scale Structure Formation
– shock waves in IGM accelerate electrons
– Lorentz factors > 107
– e scatter CMB photons to make GRB
– GRB flux matches observed when:
• Ωbh270> 0.004
– (Loeb & Waxman 2000)
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D is the easiest primordial nucleon to measure
-1.6
D/H
"
!
• Most sensitive:

• Simple Astrophysics:
– Big Bang is only source for D
– Stars completely destroy D
• D/H decreases with time, no correction for QSOs
• Isotopes of same element: no ionization correction
– D I / H I ≅ D/H
• D and H have high abundances
– unlike 7Li/H ≅ 10 – 10
• Lyman series lines are favorable:
– Rest frame wavelengths 912 to 1216A
• At visible wavelengths for redshift z>2.5
– D lines are 82 kms – 1 to blue of H
• Easily resolved by spectrographs
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Baryon Density from the Lyman-Alpha Forest
• Total absorption by Lyman alpha gives column of H I atoms
• Ionization correction factor → total H
– ionization from observed QSO and stellar UV flux
– need simulations to deal with density and velocity fields
• Early results
Zhang et al, Rauch et al, Weinberg et al
often needed too many baryons because …
inaccurate cosmological parameters
simulated spectra do not completely match data
lacked corrections for box and cell size…
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Clusters of Galaxies
• From X-ray emission
– Mass(gas)/Mass(total) = 11% for Ho =70
– (White+; Arnaud & Evrard 1999)

– If representative, then
• Ωm =0.37± 0.07 (CMB+LSS+SNIa) → Ωb = 0.04
(large range)
• Variety of clusters made in hydrodynamic simulations
– Comparison with data gives Ωb = 0.05 for Ho = 50
– (Gheller + 1998; Choi & Ryu 1998)
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Local Census
• Extragalactic Background
– (Madau & Pozzetti)
– Background from stars at all z
• = 50I50 nWm-2 sr-1
• Salpeter IMF
– Ω(processed gas+stars ) h2 =0.0031I50
• 16% of Ωb from SBBN
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Comparison of Methods
• Different methods should give same value for baryon density
– Unless some baryons “lost” from census, e.g. in black holes
• Comparisons → new tests of Big Bang physics and especially
astrophysics
• Methods apply at different z
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Baryon Census at z=3

• Fraction of SBBN Ωb (Ho = 70)

Lyman Alpha Forest H I
>90% (Rauch +, Zhang +
Weinberg +)

Low ionization Cold
H I : 7% (Wolfe +)

Higher Ionization HeII: 329% (Reimers +)
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Baryon Census at z=0

• Fraction of SBBN Ωb (Ho = 70)

?

HI & He II Lyman Alpha
Forest

Low ionization Cold H I
= 0.5-1% (Briggs +)

Gas in Clusters

Stars and visible gas 1025% (Persic & Salucci
1992)
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A High Baryon Density
• We find a high Ωb = 0.04 (Ho =70)
• Required by Spectra of three QSOs
– Consistent with all QSO data
• Consistent with other light nuclei
• Required by Chemical Evolution
• Required by Lyman-alpha forest
• Required by Clusters of Galaxies
• Consistent with other estimates of Ωb
– Cosmic Microwave Background
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Significance of D/H Value
• Measured Ωbh2 =0.0214 ± 0.0020 (9%)
• Agrees CMB 0.0224 ± 0.0009
• New test of Big Bang:
– validates theory and measurements
• Value for Ωbh2 removes degree of freedom from cosmological
theory
• D/H and CMB each show problems with 4He, 7Li
– Missing physics – non-standard BBN
– Astrophysical or measurement problems
• Half the atom near the sun have not been inside a star
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Outstanding Issues
• Measure D/H in many more QSOs
– Show constant D/H for various low [C/H]
– Show D/H drops at high [C/H] (FUSE)
• Are 4He, 7Li and D consistent?
• Improve Ωm & Ωb measurements
– Cosmic Microwave Background
• Improved Census of Baryons
– Fraction in hot gas, stars, remnants
– How distribution changes with redshift
• Why is Ω(non-baryonic) = 4 to 9 Ωb?
– Coincidence of non-baryonic/baryonic masses?
– Have we made a big error?
• Ω(non-baryonic) = 0
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Decoding Absorption in the IGM
Precision measurement program with Mike Norman
Integrated sets of observations and simulations,
Calibrated 1% error on H absorption 1.6 < z < 3.5
60+ large full hydrodynamic simulations of IGM
publicly available
We find sets of parameter values that match Lya forest
within errors
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H absorption is sensitive to many Parameters
cosmological parameters: Ho, ΩΛ Ωm Ωb, Pk (n, σ8)
astrophysical parameters: UVB photoionization
heating (UVB spectrum)
We need to adjust all of these to fit the Lya Forest.
If we know all but one, can find that one,
if priors well known
potentially small error, competitive with best
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Mean Flux 1: Lick
Kast Spectra 77 QSOs
First calibrated measurement.
Fit continua to realistic artificial
spectra with known mean flux.
Tytler et al 2004 AJ 128, 1058
Prior measurements were
significantly less accurate: - the
main error in measurement of
the matter power spectrum, and
the cause of the unnecessary
claim of running spectrum index.
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Mean Flux 2: We use HIRES at z =2.2 – 3.5
Sigma of continuum fit error per 121Ang is 1.2%.
Mean error for 275 such segments is +0.29%

HIRES
flux
calibrated
with 2 fits
Kirkman et al 2005 MNRAS 0504391

1070-1170 rest

Artificial:
realistic
emission
lines and
errors
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Emission lines everywhere
Suzuki ApJ in press
astro-ph/0503248
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Emission Lines
Sometimes
Strong
In low S/N they are hard to see.
You might place continuum too
low and systematically
underestimate the amount of
absorption

Suzuki ApJ in press
astro-ph/0503248
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Measured Mean Ly-alpha Absorption
Spectra 77 QSOs z=2 from Lick Kast spectrograph
Measured mean absorption from Ly-alpha in IGM.
First calibrated measurement
Standard Deviation of DA

Mean amount of Absorption DA
metals,
0.023, 15%
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IGM only Absorption
Removed mean metal lines and Lya from LLS from each point

77 QSOs
Lick 250 km/s

24 QSOs
HIRES 8 km/s
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Detected LSS at 153 Mpc at z=1.9
Large Scale Structure makes 1/3 of the dispersion in mean
absorption in 121 Angstrom segments: sigma(DA) = 3.5%

Simulation,
76.8 Mpc box.
Kast spectra,
including
metals and
Lya of LLS
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Absorption
due
to
Lya
Forest
alone
DA = Absorption
= Fraction of flux absorbed in Lya Forest, no metals, no Lya of LLS

Fbar(z=2)=0.873
Fbar(z=3)=0.719

0.0062(1+z)2.75

If DA(z) is smooth function,
we have 1% error, mostly
from metal subtraction
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blank

Mean
Absorption
Our new
measurement give
less absorption
than prior work,
and not just from
the metal and
LLS removal.
This requires 30%
more ionizing
photons than
MHIII
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60 large Hydrodynamic Simulations
Cell size: 18, 37, 75, 150 kpc (comoving, h=0.71)
Box size: 9, 19, 38, 77 Mpc (comoving)
various: σ8, UVB intensity, heating from He II ionizations
Available on web: Jena et al. MN 2005 astro-ph/0412557 or email

log baryon density, z=2, from 1024 cube, 75 kpc cells
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Controlling the Temperature
We control temperature using X228
heat per HeII ionization, in HM III units
The rate of HI and HeII ionization depends on intensity
The heating per baryon depends on X228
We hope that X228 > 1 corrects for opacity missing
because our simulations are optically thin.
We find X228 = 1, the heating from the HM III
spectrum shape, matches data.
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Line Width constrains IGM Temperature

Line per unit z per km/s

Less heating, cooler gas: more narrow lines

Line width b (km/s)
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Line per km/s

Mean line Width constrains IGM Temperature
Simulation with T=14,300 K at mean density at z=2
σ8=0.9, n=1
fits Kim et al 286 lines

log NHI 12.5 – 14.5

Ly-alpha Line width b (km/s)
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Temperature-Density
14,300 K at mean density at z=2
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Homogeneous Reionization
Simulation: ΛCDM+HMIII
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Paschos & Norman (2004)

The UVB to Fit Lya Forest depends on σ8
HI, HeII photoionization
rate (Haardt & Madau III =
1)

Heating due to He II ionization
(Haardt & Madau III = 1)

Hotter

move UV
photons

σ8 (n=1)

σ8 (n=1)
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Mean UVB Intensity
We obtain sets of parameters
h=0.71, ΩΛ = 0.73, Ωm = 0.27, Ωb =0.044, n=1.0, σ8 = 0.90
that agree with Lya forest data at z=2:
line widths, mean flux, power spectrum
when rate of photoionization of H by UVB is
Gamma = 1.33 x 10-12 per HI atom per second or
J=0.30 x 10-21 erg/cm2/s/Hz/sr. Error 30% (Bolton et al.)
very close to HM III
However, at z=3, we still need
Gamma = 1.3 x 10-12 per HI atom per second
about 1.3 times the HM III rate
missing photons?
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Three Baryon Density Measurement Agree
Baryon density measured in 3 independent ways:
D/H +SBBN (Kirkman etal 03) 0.0214 ± 0.0020 (9%)
CMB + priors (Spergel WMAP) 0.0224 ± 0.0010 (4%)
IGM + many priors (our work) 0.0210 ± 0.0011 (5 ! 30%)
IGM result requires priors for all main cosmological and
astrophysical parameters. The 5% error is from 1% error in
mean flux alone. External error > 30%, eg UVB intensity.

If equivalence of values holds up:
SBBN applies: no extra relativistic particles
constancy of the baryon and photon densities
97
no missing baryons at z=2

Thirty Meter Telescope: UC, Caltech, Canada, NOAO
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END
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Q1937-1009 z=3.2586: D is H
Crighton, Webb, Ortiz-Gil & Fernando-Soto 2004 claim low D/H
There is a solution that forces D to fit:
Requires a high log N(H)=18.25 to give low b(D)
Requires a low b(H) to allow D at -82 km/s
Exist family of solutions with lower N(H), higher b(H), no visible D.
We do not confirm their spectrum shape. They use
spectra with no flux calibration
3rd order continuum over 7 Angstroms: too much freedom
claim small absorption near 120 km/s is a damping wing
Our calibrated spectra show more absorption near 120 km/s, not
damping wing.
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Q2206-0199: lack of data
HST spectra with 200
times fewer photons per
km/s than HIRES spectra
Unclear if this is D: metals
suggest it is.
b(D) used to get D is
unreliable: interpolated from
H and metals.
Extra absorption in C, Si may
make b(H) too big: hence
N(D) too small.

Pettini and Bowen 2001

Continuum errors huge.
Contaminant in D-9

Allows much larger
errors.
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Q0014+813: D is H
Songaila et al 1994 D/H < 25 x 10-5
Carswell et al 1994 D/H < 60 x 10-5
Burles, Tytler & Kirkman 1999 better data D/H < 35 x 10-5
Highly unlikely to show D because:
velocity of potential D = 17 ± 2 km/s compared to H
D line width too large
distribution of absorption in velocity does not follow H
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Q1718+4807: D is H
Webb et al 1997 possible large D/H value
Levshakov, Kegel, Takahara 1998, Tytler et al 1999: not D
Kirkman et al 2001 H spectrum shows velocity structure of H
Absorber is at wrong velocity to be D
Absorber is too wide to be D
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Q0347-3819: too complex to see if D
D’Odorico, Dessauges-Zavadsky & Molaro 2001 claim D.
Levshakov, D’Odorico, Dessauges-Zavadsky & Molaro 2002
give higher D/H.
Absorber not well suited to D/H (Kirkman etal 2003):
D lines completely blended with H
D velocity unknown
Absorption can be H not D
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